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Decision 97-12-045 December 3, 1997 

Mniled 

.DEC 51997 

BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

In the Matter of the Application of Roseville 
Telephone Company (U 1015 C) to restructure 
intrastate rates and charges and to implement a new 
regulatory framev·tork for telephone services. 
furnished within the State of California. 

Order Instituting Investigation into the rates, charges, 
service, practices and regulation of Roseville 
Telephone Con\pany. 

AppJication 95-05-030 

®~1fiiu~i~il 
InvestigatIon 95-09-001 

(Filed September 7,1995) 

(Sec Appendix A of Decision 96-12-074 (or appearances.) 

FINAL OPINION 

1. Summary 

This de<ision adjusts rates as requested in the petition for modification filed by 

Roseville Telephone Company (applicant or Rosevilfe), determines no further inquiry is 

necessary into service quality and closes these proceedings. 

2. Procedural Background 

On January 21, 1997, applicant filed a petition for modification of Decision 

(D.) 96-12-074. On February 20, 1997, the Office of Ratepayer Ad\'ocates (ORA) filed a 

response in opposition to the petition. On March 3, 1997, applicant filed a reply to 

ORA's response. 

A prchearing (onfe(ence was hcld on May 30, 1997, (or the purpose of setting 

further hearing. (Rule 47(h) of the Commission's Rules of Practice and Procedure.} ORA 
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prescnted evidence at the prehearing conference, but di~ not participate Imther.l 

Applicant presented cvidence at a hearing heJdJuly 8,1997. 

On October 6, 1997, the proposed decision (PO) was liIed and served. AppHc.mt 

filed comments on October 27, 1997. Changes are made to the PD, and incorporated 

herein, based on the comments, and an adjustment to the surcharge based on the 

CUllent unavailability of the California High Cost Fund-B (CHeF-B) surcredit. 

3. Petition for Modificatfon 

Applicant seeks modification of 0.96-12-074 to correct alleged errots in the 

adopted rate design. Applicant believes the errOrs reduce applicant's revenues by 

approximately $1.3 million (rdative to rcvenues before any changes authorized in 

0.96-12-074). Moreover, applicant asserts that the errors do nOla1l0w recovery of the 

$470,492 revenue increase authorized in 0.96-12-074. 1his results in a total revenue 

deficiency of approximately $1.8 million, according to applicant. In particular, the 

petition identifies potential errors in the treatment of switched aCcess and billing and 

collection reVenues. According to applicant., these errors relate to the Commission's 

adoption of applicant's proposed zone usage measurement (2UM) area changes.! 

3.1. DiscussIon 

\Ve conclude that the rates adopted in D.96-12-074 should be adjusted. 

This is nec('Ssary due to the adoption of Roscville's proposed ZUM area changes. The 

2UM area changes affect test year rate design by (1) increasing ZUM revenues, and (2) 

decreasing switched access and hilling and collection revenues that Roseville receives 

under its Designated Carrier Plan (OCr) with Pacific Bell (Pacific). 0.96-12-074 reflects 

I R~ipt of some exhibits was unopposed, and the exhibits were received at the preheiiring 
conference. RC'Ccipt of another cxhibit was decided at the cvidentiary hearing Ju)y 8, 1997. 
RC\.--eipl of Exhibit 157 is addressed in this decision . 

.I The ZUM area changes COlwerl the Rosevilte-to-the-Sacramento-Main-exchangc (south of the 
American Riwr) route from toll to ZUM zone 3, al\d the Citrus Heights to lincoln and Pleasant 
Grove routes (rom ZUM zone 3 to ZUM zone 1. 
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the increase in ZUM revenues, but does not fuHy account for the corresponding 

decrease in switched access and billing and coUection re\'enues. 

TIle decrease results because minutes and messages formerly billed under 

the OCP arc converted to ZUM. That is, the ZUM area changes shift minutes of use 

from access to local, thereby decreasing switched aCCess service revenues Roseville 

receives (rom Pacific under the DCP. SimiJar(y, the ZUM area changes reduce the 

billing and collection revenues Roseville r('(eives (rom Pacific, since Roseville docs not 

bill Pacific (or billing and coJlection charges on messages that are no longer part of the 

DCP. 

Roseville presents a rate design and revenue summary comparing present 

revenues \\·ith revenues generated using rates authorized in 0.96-12-074. Roseville 

shows that, rdative to the adopted revenue requirement, authorized rates before 

correction result in an annualized shortfall of $1,777,511. \Ve adopt this summary as the 

re"enue shortfall. (See Attachment 1). 

Roseville p'roposes three methods to recover the revenue requirement 

deficiency: (I) eliminate the frcc directory assistance call allowance for calls to 411 and 

555-1212 (approximately $389,361); (2) eliminate the California High Cost Fund.B 

(CHCF-B) surcredit' (approXimately $515A73); and/or (3) apply a surcharge on 

intr.1LATA services. We decline to eliminate the directory ilssistance c.l11 allowance (or 

the reasons stated in D.96-12-074. 1l,at is, the C.ltl allowance is consistent with that 

allowed in the service areas of Pacific, GTE California Incorporated (GTEC) and 

Citizens Telecommunications Company of California. It provides a reasonable balance 

between the need to generate rcvenue and the desire to provide residential customers 

with some reasonable amount of customer service before additional charges arc Icvied. 

Moreover, the ZUM area changes benefit business as well as residential customers. 

Elimination of the call allowance would place a disproportionate burden on residential 

, D.96-10-066, Ordering Par.lsraph Sec). 
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customers. Finally, insufficient reven\le is generated, e\'en when supplemented under 

Rosc\'iIfe's proposal with CHCF-B funds, to completely eliminate the need for a 

surcharge. Since a surcharge is sH1I necessary, we decline to eliminate this allowance. 

The PD adopted Roseville's recommendation to eliminate the CHCF-B 

surcrcdit, with a residual surcharge to recover the remainder of the necessary revenue. 

In (act, howc\'er, the effective date {or implementing the CHCF-B surcredit has been 

extended. The surcredit is not currently available for the purpose proposed by 

Roscville. Therefore, we decline to adopt Roseviltes CHCF-8 surcredit proposal. 

Rather, we adopt one surcharge of sulficient magnitude to generate the necessary 

reVenue. That surcharge is 3.9082%_ (Sec Attachment 2.) 

3.2. ORA IS P()s/iion 

ORA contends that the revenue calculation should not be examined in 

isolation. ORA points out that average access line growth for 1995-96, according to 

Roscville Communication Company's annual report, is closer to 7%, rather than the 5% 

used by ORA in its general rate case calcuJations. ORA asserts that, if this is the case, all 

relatM (igmes should be adjusted accordingly. 

\Ve decline to review all reJated fjgures. The petition addresses alleged 

errors in the appHcation 01 adopted numbers, and we authorize adjustments based on 

test year estimates. \Ve do not reopen the proceeding to update estimates for actual 

results. 

ORA argues that this petition should be denied, as were Pacific's and 

GTEC's petitions (or modification in D.97-02-049. We disagree. Pacific and GTEC 

sought modification to the Implement"tion Rate lA"sign decision (D.94-09-065; 56 

CPUC2d 117) because of alleged errors in elasticity projections compared to actual 

experience. In contrast, R05CviJle requests correction of errors in the rate design based 

on adopted results. Roseville docs not request modification of any test YNr estimate 

based on actual resulls. The situations are not similar, and we decline to adopt ORA's 

recommendation. 
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ORA asserts that the alleged errors, even if true, arc insufficient to reach 

any New Regulatory Framework (NRF) trigger. ORA contends that Roseville's rate of 

return would decrease at most only 67 basis points. Roseville contends the reduction is 

approximately 90 basis points. \Vc note that a NRF trigger would not be reached in 

either case. Nonetheless, rates must be adopted that give Roscville a reasonable 

opportunity to generate revenues equal to its' revenue requirement. 

Exhibit 157 was oUered as evidence by ORA, but receipt was opposed by 

Roseville, and the maHer was taken under submission. \Ve decline to re.:elve Exhibit 157 

as evidence. Among other things, Exhibit 157 compares actual with adopted results and 

forecasts for reVenues and access lines. Our consideration of the petition, however, is 

not an opportunity for an alignment with actual results. This is a general rate case 

proceeding. lVe continue to apply future test year ratemaking principles here, 

consistent with its use in general rate casc ratemaking. Therefore, the motion (or receipt 

01 Exhibit 157 is denied. 

4. Comments on Proposed Decision 

In comments on the PO dated October 27, 1997, Roscville says the revenue 

requirement deficiency began to accrue on February 1,1997 (the efCeclive date of the 

new rates ordered in D.96--12-074). Rosevi1le contends lairness should allow it to recovcr 

the lull revenue requircment defidencYJ not simply correct the error beginning with the 

effective date of the new surcharge. Roscville proposes that the revenue requirement 

deficiency not accounted lor in the PO be recovcred through a modjfication to the 

surcharge adjustment now pending in connection with Roseville's lirst annual price cap 

advice leHer pursuant to the new regulatory framework \Ve adopt a variation of 

Roseville's recommendation. 

\Ve decline to complicate Roseville's first annual NRP price cap advice letter 

adjustm('nt with an additional revenue requirement c01lcction 01 limited dur.1lion. 

Rather, we authorize Roseville to file an advice JeUer with a revised tariff to become 

ef(ective January I, 1998, or 11 months a(fer the initial deficit began. The revised tariff 

will include two surcharges. The first surcharge is the 3.9082% authorized above, and is 
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permanent (unless modified by later order) to correct the deficit going fonvard. The 

second surcharge will be (or recovery of 11 months of revenue deficiency, in the amount 

of $1,629,385, plus interest" The second surcharge will be collected for 24 months. 

The advice letter will calculate the second surcharge to collect the adopted deficit 

of $1,629,385, plus interest. The deficit will be collected over the adopted billing base of 

$45A81, 058. The surcharge will thus be appr~Ximately 1.7913% for 24 months (i.e., 

about half of the 3.5826% if othenvise collected over 12 months). The total of the two 

surcharges will be approximately 5.6995% (1.7913% plus 3.9082%). \Ve direct recovery 

over 24 months since a surcharge of about 5.6995% lor 24 months is more reasonable 

than a surcharge of about 7.4908% for 12 months (i.e., 3.5826% plus 3.9082%). 

Because the exact surcharge over 24 months may include interest, the reVenue 

shortage and surcharge will be calculated in the advice letter filed by Roseville. Interest 

will be at the three month commercial paper Tilte, and may be included on the deficit as 

it accumulated over 11 months to a total of $1,629,385. Interest may be applied for the 

period of Pebruary 1, 1997 through December 31, 1997. Interest may also be applied to 

the estimated uncollected deficit until the full deficit is collected by the end of the 

twenty-fourth month. The advice leller will be reviewed by Telecommunications 

Division, and the tariff "lill go into dfect unless suspended by the Director of the 

TelecomnHmications Division. 

6. Servlc& Quality 

The PD on the petition for modification dealt with the mailer r.lised in the 

petition (i.e./ ZUM area chang<'S and a possible revenue shortfall). Por purposes of 

clarity and completeness, the PD noted that the proceeding remained open for further 

inquir}' into RoscvilJe's quality of service, as ordered in 0.96-12-074, as well as 

Roscville's application (or rehearing. In comments on the PO, Roseville asks that the 

service quality portion of the proceeding be closed. \Ve will do so, even though it is 

I $I,m ,511 per ye-ar or $1,629,385 (or II months. 
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outside of the scope of the petition for modificationl since this matter is now ripe for 

decision. 

0.96-12-074 ordered limited further inquiry into Roseville's quality ot service.s 

\Ve noted that failures to meet some General Order (GO) 133-8 scrvice quality 

standards had occurred, but that Roseville was making progress in improving scrvice 

and consistently meeting Commission requirements. To assure ourseh'cs that the re<:ent 

impr<wements were not an anomaly, however, we kept the proceedings open. \Ve 

stated that, based on further inquiry, We WQuld later decide whether or not to adopt the 

recommendations of the ORA (or a Service Quality Assurance Program (SQAP), Service 

Quality Assurance Mechanism (SQAM), Service Improvement Program (SIP), require 

Roseville to report monthly GO 133-8 measurements with its current quarterly reports, 

or order other relief. 

Exhibit 78 is a Roseville sen'ice quality report and testimony produced in 

response to ordering paragr.tph 2 of 0.96-12-074. Exhibit 78 shows that, despite some 

earlier failures which le,1 to the concern expressed in 0.96-12-074, Roseville met all 

General Order 133-8 service quality standards from July 1995'through February 1997 

(the latest data then available). 

No parly submilted comments on, or opposCt.i, J{oscville's showing. No party 

suggested that further service quality proceedings are warranted. The evidence neither 

shows problems which merit further inquiry, nor which justify adoption of service 

improvement measures. \Vc see no need, and declinc, to order a SQAP, SQAM, or SIP; 

S Sec discussion at mimro pp. 9·13, and ordering paragraphs 2 and IS, mimro pp. 144 and 148. 

, Roseville's comments on the I'D say that updated measurements show Roseville met all GO 
J33·D stctndards (rom June 1995 through Fcbruary 1997. Exhibit 78, howcvcr, shows that the 
Trouble Report Scrvice Answering Time (fRSAT) standard was not met in June 1995. 
Addressing TRSAT lor 1995, Exhibit 78 at page 5 states: "The other month that Roseville (eU 
below the reporting level was June." With this one n\inor corrcdion, the data shows Roseville 
has met all GO 133·B standards (ron\ July 1995 through Februtlry 1997. 
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require Roseville to report monthly GO 133-8 measurements with its current quarterly 

reporls; or order other relief. 

Therefore, we close the service quality portion of these proceedings. This order 

becomes the final order in these proceedings, since the proceedings were held open 

only (or the limited purpose of further inquiry into Roseville's quality of service. (See 

ordering paragraph 15, mimeD p. 148,0.96-12-074.)' 

Findings of Fact 

1. Roseville filed a petition (or modification of 0.96-12-074, seeking correction of 

alleged errOrs in the adopted rate design. 

2. Relative to the adopted revenue requirement, rates authorized in 0.96-12-074 

result in an annualized shortfall of $1,777,511. 

3. Eliminating the directory assistance call allowance produces insuWcient funds to 

eliminate the need for a surcharge. 

4. The effective date (or implementing the CHCP-B surcredit has been extended, 

and the surcredit is not currently available (or the purpose proposed by Roseville. 

5. A surcharge of 3.9082% will generate $1,777,511 annually. 

6. Among other things, Exhibit 157 compares actual with adopted results and 

forecasts. 

7. The revenue requirement deficiency began to accrue on February I, 1997. 

8. The further evidence does not show any service quality problems which require 

further inquiry, and no need exists to order a SQAP, SQAM, SIPj require Roseville to 

report monthly GO 133-B requirements with its current quarterly reports; or order other 

relief. 

9. These proceedings had remained open only (or the limited purpose of further 

inquiry into Rose"illels quality of service. 

7 An application (or rehearing of D.96-12-074 is pending, and will be addressed by a separate 
order. 
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Conclusions of Law 

1. Roseville's rates should be adjusted to provide recover}' from Febmary 1, 1997. 

2. Recovery of the revenue shortfall for the first year should be over 24 months, 

with interest. 

3. The motion to receive Exhibit 157 should be denied. 

4. These procecdingsshould be closed .. 

5. Because of the need to adjust rates without delay, this order should be effective 

immediately. 

FINAL ORDER 

IT IS ORDERED that: 

1. \Vithin 14 days of the date of this order, Roscville Telephone Company 

(J{oseville) shall me an advice letter with tariffs (onsistent with this order, in 

compliance with Genera~ Order 96-AI to become effective January I, 1998. The taritfs 

shall include two surcharges. The first surcharge shall be 3.9082%, and shall be 

permanent (unless modified by later order). The second surcharge shall be effective for 

24 months, shall recover 11 months of revenue deficiency in the amount of $1,629,385, 

and may include interest. The advice letter shall show Rosc\'ille's interest calculation. 

Interest shall be calculated at the three month commercial paper ri\te. Interest may he 

applied to the deficit as it accumulated over 11 months to $1,629,385, and may be 

applied for the period February 1,1997 through December 31,1997. Interest may also be 

included on the estimated uncollected deficit balance over 24 months beginning 

January I, 1998, until the full deficit plus interest is collected. The tariff shall become 

e((eclive unless suspended b}' the Director of the Telecommunications Division. 

2. The motion of the OHi(e of Ratepayer Advocates to receive Exhibit 157 is 

denied. 
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3. Application 95-05-030 and InvestigaliOl\ 95-09-001 arc dosed. 

This order is effective today. 

Dated December 3, 1997, at San Francisco, California. 
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JESSIE}. KNIGHT,JR. 
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JOSIAH L. NEEPER 
RICHARD A. BILAS 
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ATTACHMENT 2 

ROSEVILLE TELEPHONE COMPANY 
SURCHARGE 

Revenue deficiency 
Billing base 
Percent surcharge 

(END OF AITACIIMENT2) 

$1,,777,511 
45,48t058 

3.9082% 


